We consider the problem of coding over the multi-user Interference Channel (IC). It is well-known that aligning the interfering signals results in improved achievable rates in certain setups involving more than two users. We argue that in the general interference problem, senders face a tradeoff between communicating their message to their corresponding decoder or cooperating with other users by aligning their signals. Traditionally, interference alignment is carried out using structured codes such as linear codes and group codes. We show through an example that the usual structured coding schemes used for interference neutralization lack the necessary flexibility to optimize this tradeoff. Based on this intuition, we propose a new class of codes for this problem. We use the example to show that the application of these codes gives strict improvements in terms of achievable rates. Finally, we derive a new achievable region for the three user IC which strictly improves upon the previously known inner bounds for this problem.
I. Introduction
T HE interference channel problem describes a setup where multiple pairs of transmitters and receivers share a communication medium. Each receiver is only interested in decoding the message from its corresponding transmitter. However, since the channel is shared, signals from other senders interfere with the desired signal at each decoder. The presence of interfering signals adds new dimensions to this problem in terms of strategies that can be used as compared to point-to-point (PtP) communication. For example, the encoders can cooperate with each other by choosing their channel inputs in a way that would facilitate their joint communication. It turns out that, often, this cooperation requires an encoder to employ a strategy which may be sub-optimal from its own PtP communications perspective. In this paper, we investigate this tradeoff and develop a new class of codes which allow for more efficient cooperation between the transmitters.
Characterizing the capacity region for the general IC has been a challenge for decades. Even in the simplest case of the two user IC, the capacity region is only known in special cases [1] [2] . The best known achievable region for the IC was due to Han and Kobayashi [3] . However, recently it was shown that the Han-Kobayashi (HK) rate region is suboptimal [4] [9] . Particularly, when there are more than two transmitter-receiver pairs, the natural generalization of the HK strategy can be improved upon by inducing structure in the codebooks used in the scheme [9] . Structured codes such as linear codes and group codes enable the encoders to align their signals more efficiently. This in turn reduces interference at the decoders. Such codebook structures have also proven to give gains in other multi-terminal communication problems [7] - [10] .
The idea of interference alignment was proposed for managing interference when there are three or more users. Initially, the technique was proposed by Maddah-Ali et. al. [5] for the MIMO X channel, and for the multi-user IC by Jafar and Cadambe [6] . The interference alignment strategy was developed for cases of additive interference and uniform channel inputs over finite fields. This was extended to arbitrary interference settings and input distributions in [9] . However, it turns out that alignment is not always beneficial to the users in terms of achievable rates. Consider the example in Figure 1 . Intuitively, it would be beneficial to align the input from users 1 and 2 to reduce interference at decoder 3. However, if users 1 and 2 align their signals, it becomes harder for decoder 2 to distinguish between the two inputs. One might suggest that the problem could be alleviated if users 1 and 2 designed their codebooks in a way that they would "look" aligned at decoder 3 based on P Y 3 |X 1 ,X 2 ,X 3 , but at the same time they would seem different at decoder 2 based on P Y 2 |X 1 ,X 2 . In this paper we show that linear codes lack the necessary flexibility for such a strategy. Based on this intuition, we propose a new class of structured codes. Using these codes we derive an achievable rate region which improves upon the best known achievable region for the three user IC given in [9] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II gives the notation used in the paper as well as the problem statement. In section III, we consider two different examples of three user IC. In the first example -where interference alignment is strictly beneficial -we prove that not only structured codes are useful for alignment but that any arbitrary coding scheme which achieves optimality must possess certain linearity properties. In the second example, we show the existence of the tradeoff discussed above and prove that linear codes are suboptimal for that example. Section IV, gives the new codebook constructions and proves that these new codes outperform the linear coding scheme in [9] . In Section V, we provide a new general achievable rate region for this problem. Section VI, concludes the paper. 
II. Problem Statement and Notation
In this section, we give the notation used in the paper and provide the problem statement. Throughout the paper, we denote random variables by capital letters such as X, U, their realizations by small letters x, u, and their corresponding alphabets (finite) by sans-serif typeface X, U, respectively. Small letters such as l, k are used to represent numbers. The field of size q is denoted by F q . We represent the field addition by ⊕ and the addition on real numbers by +. For m ∈ N, We define the set of numbers [1, m] {1, 2, · · · , m}. Vectors are represented by the bold type-face such as u, b. For a random variable X, A n (X) denotes the set of -typical sequence of length n with respect to the probability distribution P X , where we use the definition of frequency typicality. Let q be a prime number. For l ∈ N, consider U i , i ∈ [1, m] i.i.d random variables with distribution P U defined on the field F q . U ⊗l denotes a random variable which has the same distribution as i∈ [1,l] U i where the summation is over F q .
We proceed with formally defining the three user IC problem. A three user IC consists of three input alphabets X i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, three output alphabets Y i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and a transition probability matrix P Y|X . A code for this setup is defined as follows. 3] , without loss of generality, these maps are assumed to be injective (3) and three decoding , 3] . We define the codebook corresponding to the encoding map e i as
We make frequent use of coset codes and Nested Linear Codes (NLC) which are defined next. Definition 3. A (k, n) coset code C is characterized by a generator matrix G k×n and a dither b n defined on the field F q . The code is defined as C {uG ⊕ b|u ∈ F k q }. The rate of the code is given by R = k n log q. Definition 4. For natural numbers 
III. The Interference Alignment tradeoff
In this section, we investigate the interference alignment tradeoff mentioned in the introduction in more detail. We show that in certain three user interference setups, on the one hand, alignment is beneficial to one of the users, while on the other hand, the rates achieved by the aligning users is reduced due to the alignment. We investigate the phenomenon in two examples. The first example involves a three user interference setup. In this example, the first two encoders use linear codes to manage the interference for the third user. This gives a strictly improved achievable rate region. It is well-known that interference alignment can be induced efficiently by the application of structured codes. Additional to this, we show the stronger statement that the only ensemble of codes which achieve the desired rate-triples in this example, are the ones with specific linearity properties. Next, we build upon the first example to create a setup where alignment is beneficial to one of the users and harmful for the other one. This second example provides the motivation for our new codebook constructions in the next section.
A. Example 1
Consider the example shown in Figure 2 . All of the inputs are q-ary and the additions are defined on the field F q . The three outputs of the channel are
We are interested in achieving the following rates for the first and second users:
Given these rates, we want to maximize R 3 . The following lemma shows that linear codes achieve the optimum R 3 for this setup. Furthermore, we show that if an ensemble of codes achieves the optimum R 3 , then the codes corresponding to the first two users are "almost" the same coset code. 
, n ∈ N satisfying the rate and error constraints at decoders 1 and 2, user 3 can achieve the rate
iff there exists a dither b such that for every random variable N defined on F q with positive entropy, the following holds:
Equivalently, the optimal rate is achieved iff there exists another family of codes (n,
is a coset code, and 3) they also achieve the rate triple
Proof: We provide an outline of the proof in Appendix A. The lemma proves that even if we expand our search to arbitrary n-length codebook constructions (as opposed to the usual random codebook generation based on single-letter distributions), coset codes are the only efficient ensemble of codes for the classes of interference channels under consideration up to small perturbations. This is a stronger assertion than the well-known result that linear codes are useful for aligning the interfering signals. The lemma can be used to provide a converse result proving that schemes involving random unstructured codes (e.g. the generalized version of the single-letter HK scheme), can't achieve the desired rate-triple without directly analyzing the bounds corresponding to their achievable rate region as done in [9] .
B. Example 2
Next, we consider an example where interference alignment results in a tradeoff between two of the users. Consider the setup in Figure 3 . Similar to the previous example, all input alphabets, output alphabets, and additions are defined on the field F q . The outputs of the channel are
Following our arguments in the previous example, for user 3 to be able to transmit its messages at rate R 3 = H(X 3 ⊕ N 3 )− H(N 3 ), the inputs for users 1 and 2 must align. However, if these two users align their inputs, user 2 would not be able to decode its message which is being corrupted by its aligned interfering signal coming from user 1. Hence, we have a tradeoff. We proceed with evaluating the rate-triples achievable in this example. The following lemma proves that we must have R 1 + R 2 ≤ log q − H (N 2 ⊕ N 3 ) , otherwise the rate-triple (R 1 , R 2 , R 3 ) is not achievable. Lemma 2. Given that (R 1 , R 2 , R 3 ) is achievable, we must have
Proof: Since the rate triple is achievable, there exists a family of codes (n, M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , e, d) for which the codewords sent by the second user, X n 2 , is decoded at decoder 2 with error probability approaching 0. Assuming errorless decoding at decoder 2, the decoder has access to X 
, which completes the proof. We want to achieve the rate R 1 = log q − H (N 1 ⊕ N 2 ⊕ N 3 ) . In other words, encoder 1 is to operate at PtP optimality. The goal is to optimize the linear combination R 2 + R 3 . We argue that the linear coding scheme presented in [9] can't achieve the
Lemma 3. Given R 1 = log q − H(N 1 ), the scheme in [9] can't achieve
Proof: We provide the intuition behind the proof here. Let us use two NCL's C 1 and C 2 as defined in Definition 4 to transmit the messages at encoders 1 and 2. Let the rate of C j , j ∈ {1, 2} be r j and let the inner code have rate r i . If we assume that the coding scheme exists which achieves the rate-triple, then by the proof of Lemma 2, one should be able to recover X 1 , X 2 from X 1 ⊕ X 2 ⊕ N 2 ⊕ N 3 with small error probability. Also, at decoder 3, the decoder can reconstruct X 3 with low error probability and by subtraction it can have 2X 1 ⊕ X 2 ⊕ N 3 . Note that in the linear coding scheme, both 2X 1 ⊕ X 2 and X 1 ⊕ X 2 come from randomly and uniformly generated linear codes of rate r 1 + r 2 − r i . So, given that X 1 and X 2 can be recovered from X 1 ⊕ X 2 ⊕ N 2 ⊕ N 3 , decoder 3 must be able to recover X 1 and X 2 from 2X 1 ⊕ X 2 ⊕ N 3 . Then similar to the proof of Lemma 1, by the point-to-point channel coding converse, we must have
The arguments in the proof of the previous lemma suggest that NLC's lack the necessary flexibility when it comes to determining the size of different linear combinations of such codes. We explain this in more detail. Consider two NLC's, C and C , with rates r o and r o , respectively, and with inner code rate r i . The rate of any linear combination of the two, αC ⊕ βC , α, β ∈ F q \{0}, is equal to r o + r o − r i . Whereas in settings such as the one at hand, it is desirable to have different rates for different values of α and β. In this setup, decoder 2 requires C 1 ⊕ C 2 to be large (since by Lemma 2 in order to increase R 2 it needs to increase the rate of this linear combination) and decoder 3 wants the size of the interfering codebook 2C 1 ⊕ C 2 to be small, so that it can decode the interference. In the next section, we provide a new class of codes. The new construction allows for different rates for different linear combinations of such codes. This in turn results in higher achievable sum-rates.
IV. A New Class of Code Constructions
In this section, we present our new coding constructions. These new codes are called Quasi Linear Codes (QLC). They are not linearly closed but maintain a degree of linearity. In order to construct a QLC, we first construct a linear code. Then, we take a subset of that codebook to transmit the messages. More precisely, QLC's are defined as follows: Definition 5. A (k, n) QLC on the field F q , is characterized by a generator matrix G k×n , a dither b n and a set U. The codebook is defined as C {uG ⊕ b|u ∈ U}.
For injective G on U, the rate of the code is given by R = 1 n log |C| = 1 n log |U|. In this paper we only consider the cases when U is a cartesian product of typical sets:
A pair of Nested Quasi Linear Codes (NQLC) is defined below: Lemma 4. Let C and C be two QLC's as defined in Definition 6, whose generator matrices and dithers are taken randomly and uniformly from F q . Then, αC 1 ⊕ βC 2 has rate close to i∈ [1,m] k i n H(αU i ⊕ βU i ) for large n with high probability. Proof: The proof follows from the injectiveness of the G i 's and the usual typicality arguments and is omitted. Having defined QLC's, we return to our interference channel setup in Example 2. We claim that NQLC's can achieve a sum-rate R 2 + R 3 which is higher than H(N 1 ⊕ N 2 ⊕ N 3 ) − H(N 3 ).
Lemma 5. There exists achievable rate-triples
Proof: Refer to Appendix B.
So far we have proved that NQLC's outperform NLC's in this specific example. It is straightforward to show that NQLC's are a generalization of NLC's. To see this, consider an arbitrary pair of NLC's with the parameters as in definition 4. These
So, any rate region achievable by NLC's is also achievable using NQLC's.
V. New Achievable Rate Region
In this section, we provide a general achievable rate region for the three user IC. The scheme is similar to the one presented in [9] (Theorem 2). The main difference is that here instead of NLC's we use NQLC's. The random variables involved in the coding scheme are depicted in Figure 4 . Note that in contrast with the scheme in [9] , decoder 2 reconstructs a linear combination of U 1 and U 2 . By setting α 2 = 0, β 2 = 1, we recover the random variables in [9] . The next theorem provides the achievable rate region. Definition 7. For a given three user IC problem with q-ary inputs and outputs, define the set R 3-IC as the set of rate triples (R 1 , R 2 , R 3 ) such that there exist 1) a joint probability distribution P U 1 ,X 1 P U 2 ,X 3 P X 3 , 2) A vector of positive
, and 3) a vector of parameters (m, n, k 1 , k 2 , · · · , k m ) and pair of vectors of random variables (V i j ) j∈ [1,m] , i ∈ {1, 2}, such that the following inequalities are satisfied:
,where r α,β
is achievable if it belongs to cl(R 3-IC ).
Proof:
We provide an outline of the proof. The coding scheme is similar to the one in [9] . Except that 1) decoder 2 also decodes a linear combination α 2 U 1 + β 2 U 2 , 2) The underlying codes for U 1 and U 2 are QNLC's instead of nested coset codes, and 2) There is an outer code on U 2 which allows decoder 2 to decode U 2 from α 2 U 1 + β 2 U 2 . As a result the rate region is similar to the one in [9] except for a few changes. Bounds (3)-(5) ensure the existence of jointly typical codewords at each encoder. These bounds are the same with the ones in [9] . Bounds (6)- (8) ensure errorless decoding at decoder 1, they also remain the same. Inequalities (9)-(11) correspond to the error events at decoder 2, these bounds are altered to ensure reconstruction of α 2 U 1 + β 2 U 2 , also the rate R 2 is changed and the linear coding rate T 2 is multiplied by
, which is due to the outer code. Lastly, (12)-(13) are for the error events at decoder 3, which is also similar to the ones in [9] . Remark 1. For ease of notation, we have dropped the time-sharing random variable Q. The scheme can be enhanced by adding the variable in the standard way.
Remark 2. By taking α 2 = 0 and β 2 = 1 and choosing the NQLC parameters so that the codes become a pair of NLC's we recover the bound in [9] as expected.
Remark 3. Following the generalizations in [9] , this coding scheme can be enhanced by adding additional layers containing the public message codebooks corresponding to the HK strategy.
VI. Conclusion
The problem of three user IC was considered. We showed that there is an inherent tradeoff in the general IC. The users can choose to communicate their messages by using optimal PtP strategies or cooperate with other users to facilitate their communication. It was shown that the previously used coding structures are unable to optimize this tradeoff. New coding structures were proposed. It was shown through an example that these new structures give strict improvements. Using these new codebooks, an achievable region for the three user IC was derived which improves upon the previous known inner bounds for this problem.
Appendix A Proof of Lemma 1
Assume the family (n, M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , e, d), n ∈ N achieves the rate-triple. Let M i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3} be uniform random variables defined on sets M i . In the first step, we argue that the size of the set
More precisely, we prove the following claim: Claim 1. For every ∈ R + , there exists a sequence of numbers α n, ∈ R + , n ∈ N such that the following inequality holds:
and α n, goes to 0 as n → ∞ and → 0.
Proof: Intuitively, if the size of
that means there exists a large number of sets of vectors c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , n 3 , with different c 3 's for which the sum is equal. This causes a large error probability in decoder 3 since the decoder is unable to distinguish between these sets of vectors. More precisely, let n t be a type on vectors in A n (N 3 ), and let c 3 ∈ C 3 , define B c 3 ,n t as follows,
where P t is the set of all vectors n 3 ∈ A n (N 3 ) with type n t . That is B c 3 ,n t is the set of (c 1 , c 2 , n 3 )'s for which the decoder has non-zero error probability for decoding c 3 or another codeword c 3 . From set theory, we have the following:
= |C 1 ⊕ C 2 ⊕ P t ||C 3 | − 
= |C 1 ⊕ C 2 ⊕ P t | − E(|B c 3 ,n t |) |C 3 |
= |C 1 ⊕ C 2 ⊕ P t |(1 − E(|B c 3 ,n t |)
On the other hand, as n → ∞, the error probability at decoder 3 goes to 0. This means that P (d 3 (c 1 ⊕ c 2 ⊕ e(M 3 ) ⊕ n 3 ) M 3 ) goes to 0. Consequently, there exists a family of types type n t such that P (d 3 (c 1 ⊕ c 2 ⊕ e(M 3 ) ⊕ n 3 ) M 3 |n t ) goes to 0. There exists a sequence δ n which approaches 0 at the limit such that: 
Observe that P t and A n (N 3 ) have the same exponential rate. Note that |C 1 ⊕ C 2 ⊕ A n (N 3 )| ≥ |C 1 ⊕ A n (N 3 )| and since decoder 1 can decode X 1 with probability of error approaching 0, we can use the same argument to show the following:
log q − H(N 1 ) + H(N 3 ) + (H(N 1 ) − H(N 3 )) = log q.
But we know that 1 n log |C 1 ⊕ C 2 ⊕ C 3 ⊕ A n (N 3 )| ≤ log q. So, we should have equality at all of the inequalities. Hence, 
